Stream Macroinvertebrate
Identification Challenge
Can you match the images below to their correct name on the right.
Write the number in the circle beside the matching image.

1. Snail (rounded)
Glides slowly through the water, has
one shell and snail-like rounded shape.
2. Small Bivalves
Doesn’t seem to move and has two
shells (cockle-like).
3. Free Living Caddis
Has 3x2 paired legs, no shell,
resembles a centipede with large
nippers, crawls and thrashes
abdomen.
4. Stony Cased Caddis
Is long and thin, has a stony looking
case which its seems to drag.
5. Mayflies
Has 3 hair like tails and 3 pairs of large
legs, bobs about when swimming.
6. Cranefly Larvae
Worm-like shape, wriggles a lot and
loops around.
7. Leech
Extends and retracts to move with
suckers on bottom, flattened leaf
shaped body.
8. Stick Case Caddis
Thin in shape with case that looks like
sticks which it drags around.
9. Axe Head Caddis
Description: No legs or shell, has a
worm shape and wedge-shaped case
which it drags around.
10. Stoneflies
Description: No case, body
symmetricle, 2-3 hair like tails, moves
it abdomen side to side

Images: From SHAMK Freshwater Invertebrate Identification Guide, NIWA and DOC.
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